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NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BEFERLNCE
TO CONTENT BEFORE TIRE OF DELIVERY

Speech by the Et Hon. J. Enoch Powell, P,BE, to tne
Mourne Young Unionists, Kilkeel, Co. Down, at 8 p.m.,

Thursday, 27th April, 1989.

I surely can't be the only person who is sick and tired, after

every successive outrage committed against Ulster's people by the

IRA, at seeing press and television shots of Tom Ring and a gaggl
e

of Irish Republic ministers laughing their heads off as they for-

gather under the umbrellas for their regular Conference under the

Anglo-Irish Agreement. I will be generous enough to suppose that

he and they are not actually laughing at the atrocities. I only say

they might be, because the whole thing has become the longest-

411running farce in Europe.

Here are apparently rational grown men allegedly engaged in

trying to curb the murderous activities of the IRA while all the

time sending to the IRA a hearty message of encouragement to "car
ry

on, you're doing fine, we're engaged in paving the way for you to

the accomplishment of your objective". The Secretary of State is not

so stupid, and the Prime Minister, who has him on her leash, is n
ot

so stupid either, as not to know that the Anglo-Irish Agreement i
s

seen by those who matter as a deliberate step knowingly taken in

the direction of incorporating Ulster into an all-Ireland state.

What else do the Americans think it is all about? What else do the

politicians of the Irish Republic think it is about? What else do

the SDLP and other, more honest republicans in Northern Ireland

think it is about? I don't expect the IRA to lay floral tributes

at the feet of 't,rs Thatcher and Mr Haughey - they prefer displayi
ng

placards which denounce him as "traitor" or "murderer" - but what

else does the IRA think the Anelo-Irish Agreement is about?

The cynical streak in all this tragi-comedy is that every one

of the parties concerned knows there isn't the faintest chance of

taking the people of Ulster voluntarily down that road. I ought

perhaps to make an exception for the Northern Ireland Office, whi
ch
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still apparently believes pathetically that it can find a way
 to

bribe or bully the Ulster people into selling their birthrigh
t.

Otherwise everybody - Thatcher, Haughey, even the British For
eign

Office - know perfectly well that the last General Election r
eturned

a true bill of sixteen seats to one in favour of being govern
ed by

the Parliament of the Union. They know another thing too. They

know that Haughey and the Irish Republic would run as fast as
 their

legs could carry them over the horizon if they ever thought t
hat

there was a real risk of Ulster being handed to them on a pla
te.

So the bloodshed is the most criminal, miserable and guilty_

of all bloodshed. It is bloodshed on the road to nowhere.

There has been little enough lately to amuse us unionists;

but one thing has given us some light relief. The Conservative

Party, including our Conservative paladin, Mr Ian Gow, are al
l

cock-a-hoop over the idea of forming Conservative Association
s in

Ulster and putting up Conservative candidates, explaining as 
they do

so that they think the Ulster electorate ought to be treated 
as an

integral part of the electorate and the political life of the
 rest

of the United Kingdom.

Very well then, and what does a Conservative Party candidate

standing in Ulster say in answer to question No. 1: ''Are you for

or against the Anglo-Irish Agreement:" if he says 'No° , then what

is ne doing standing here as a candidate of the party which m
ade the

111 Agreement, supported it and apparently still supports it? If he

saya "Yes", well, I wouldn't like to be in his shoes, though 
his

vote will not give the counting clerks much -work to do. If the

Conservative Party wants to get back the support from Ulster 
which

Ted Heath tore up and threw away, you and I can tell them wha
t to

co with the Anglo-Irish Agreement double quick.

Still, if there is the faintest flicker of dawning common sen
se

among the Government's supporters, it would be churlish not 
to

acknowledge it and do one's best to blow the flicker into a 
flame.
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Ulster, they are saying, ought to be treated exactly like the

rest of the United Kingdom. Bravo, quite right, say we you have 

stumbled on a great truth, on the weapon for defeating the IRA , on

the solution to what you persist in calling "the problem of

Northern Ireland". But the claim of Northern Ireland to be treated

exactly the same as any other part of the United Kingdom goes much

farhter than the trivial business of party political organisation.

It is a fundamental right. If the Conservative Party is in fact

beginning now to understand that at last, it is echoing a note which

I hear sounding ever more insistently on the mainland. 'ojhat can not
. —

go on much longer in blank opposition to elementary justice and

111 British fair play is the ill-fated attempt persisted in so long

at-the cost of so much human suffering, to lever Nortnern Ireland

out of the United Kingdom while all the while proclaiming that it

remains a part of it.
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Most people are familiar with the incident in which Jesus, after

his entry into Jerusalem, went into the Temple and proceeded to upset

the tables of the moneychangers and the seats - or was it perhaps

the cages? - of the men who sold doves, Only one in ten perhaps 

of those who recall the incident Could quote the verse of Isaiah with

which Jesus accompanied his action: "My house shall be called 4ki

house of prayer". Certainly not more than one in a thousand knows

that that was not the end of the sentence in Isaiah. The full sen-

tence in Isaiah runs: "My house shall be called -house of prayer

for all the entiles".

Those last four words, "for all the gentiles", are so electrify-

ing that Jesus could surely not have omitted them. If somebody else

did so, they could not have done it by accident but just because the

words are so electrifying that the message conveyed by Jesus quoting

Isaiah was impossible to misunderstand.

To prevent the Jew from changing his money into the only

currency in which the Temple dues were accepted, to prevent him from

obtaining the birds prescribed by law for his sacrificial duty, was

to put an end to all possibility of his worshipping in the Temple at

all. Whether Jesus performed action physically - as artists all 

down the centuries have depicted him doing - or whether he did it

symbolically, or whether he only prophesied that such a day would

come to pass, the reason which he gave for it is arresting. It was,

he said, because the Temple was to be place of prayer not for Jews

only but "for all the gentiles". A more startling juxtaposition of

action and words could not have been contrived.

What we do know for certain is that the Temple was in fact

destroyed not long afterwards - by the Roman general and future

emperor Titus in 70 AD. It was an event from which the Jewish nation
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never recovered and with which the Jews, except in so far as they

became Christians, were never able to come to terms. From that

moment onwards they could no longer worship as the Law had commanded

them to worship - in the Temple. The meaning had been knocked out

of their world, leaving only room for lamentation over the ruined

walls. To be told by Jesus not only that all this would happen

but that it would happen in order in God's purposes to make the

Temple a "house of prayer" for the whole gentile world - that was

too much to be borne, too much to be understood, too much to be

accepted.

And yet - and yet - that prophecy of Jesus was also to be

fulfilled. In a different Jerusalem and a different temple the

promises and the covenant with God wnich had been the distinctive

national possession of Israel were to become the common inheritance

of all mankind.

I have brought before you Matthew 21.13 and Isaiah 56.7 on

that day of all the days in the year on which it is permitted to

the English, whose banner flies from the flagstaff of this church's

tower to celebrate, and to celebrate in God's house, their own

nation, its laws and its life, its history and its achievement.

The generation which in 1939 was called upon to defend by armed force

. the continued existence of that nation is now dying out; but I do

not doubt that its existence, whether threatened militarily or 

politically will be defended as resolutely and instinctively by

those who will come after.

To do so is in no way incompatible with submission to the

divine purpose, but upon one condition, Ihe m'otto of the royal arms

of the United Kingdom, Dieu et mon droit, "God and my right", is

neither a blasphemy nor a presumption. It is not what the Greeks

used to call hubris. It is a statement of our belief. That one

condition to which I referred is that we never forget the mortality
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and transience of that possession which has proved so enduring and
eVer

whose existence we are unwilling to contemplate beingibrought to an

end. While the greatest naval force in the world dispersed after

Queen Victoria's Jubilee review at: Spithead, the uncrowned poet

laureate of that British Empire which today exists no more called

upon his fellow countrymen not to forget. Not to forget what?

Not to forget the mortality and transience of even that unprecedent-

edly mighty world power.

The theme)and the resonance of the music to which it was set

echoed through many decades.—through the decades of the First World

War, through the decades of turmoil which followed)and through 

the years of renewed peril before 1939. Today,in an England whose

sons no longer rule India nor hold the balance of power in the

remotest parts of the earth, we might think the admonition untimely

or irrelevant. We would be mistaken.

It was, physically speaking, a speck of a nation which fought

to the death to defend the Temple mount at Jerusalem against the

legions and whose prophets were so proud that they predicted a day

when the whole world would submit to their God. They proved wrong;

and they also proved right. What they had been and done, the belief

and the nationhood which they had defended down the centuries,

including even their years in compulsory banishment, became part

of the common inheritance of mankind. That thing could not have

come to pass unless they had defended with such courage and perti-

nacity their peculiar national possession.

What they thus defended and preserved was unique and was their

own Sa the inheritance of England, which we preserve and defend,

is our own and is unique. The duty and the instinct to defend and

to preserve it ab-e not refuted by the fact that,in circumstances

and through channels which it is not given to us to know or to

imagine, it will in the course of future time become part of the

common patrimony of mankind. This also is immortality. Athens,
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glorious Athens, which thought, fought and then disappeared from
the world stage centuries before Jesus came, is alive and potent
today in the life of men. The Temple which Jesus foretold would
be destroyed was rebuilt, as he also foretold, but in a fashion
inconceivably wonderful and inconceivably (in human terms)

OW'improbable. Our affection for England and/loyalty to it, our
fears for it and our endeavours for its preservation, these belong
to the order of those things that cannot perish. "It is written",
said Jesus, "my house shall be called the house of prayer for all
the nations".
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Speech by the Et Hon. J. Enoch Powell, VEE to a
Public Meeting organised by Yorkshire monday Club
at the Kinw's Hall, Winter Gardens, Ilkley, Yorks

at 2 p m Saturday, 22nd April 1989.

As the anniversary approaches of the General Election of 1979,

the public has been deluged with a spate of ten-year appraisals,

many of them centring upon the personality of the Prime Minister.

It is not my purpose this afternoon to offer yet another contribution

in that mode, subject only to one introductory observation. I dis-

cern no symptoms on the part of the present Government that it is not

looking ahead to the next General Election and the Parliament which

411will then be elected with any less relish than the Conservative Party
did in 1979 or 1983. This is a decidedly new phenomenon. However

for-ward-looking the titles which they adopted for their election

manifestos, this is not the mood displayed by any government which

I can recall in 1950 or, for that matter, in 1970. Moreover many of
hand,

the subjects which government has taken in in 1989 are self-

evidently of such a kind that preoccupation with them will last the

remainder of this century. This is what makes neither academic nor

fanciful the task I have accepted this afternoon - to talk about the

next ten years in the context of the Party to which I have not be-
_

longs.ed since 1974 but which has sustained for a decade now the

. S government of this country.

That personal note which I was obliged to sound is the cue for

my first item. There are some miseries which of their nature can not

go on forever. For too long - since at least 1972, to go no further

back into history - the government of the United Kingdom has treated

a part of the United Kingdom, namely Ulster, in a manner which sig-
nals

to all concerned its intention to find a way, painless if

possible but painful if necessary, of moving that province out of

the United Kingdom into some form of all-Ireland state. Without

the encouragement which that prospect has provided, the IRA would
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never have revived from the torpor in which it was sunken seven-

teen years ago, nor would terrorism have risen since the signing in

1985 of the Anglo-Irish Agreement to its present appalling level.

Some day Britain will have to stop feeding the tiger with the

living flesh of our own people and start to give to the people of

Northern Ireland, who continue to vote ,to belong to the United
L:=9-te.  

Kingdom by a majority of sixteenLto one, the same status and treatmeh•

as is accorded to their fellow citizens in the remaining 83-=, con-

stituencies. The Conservative Party has lately shown great interest

in the possibility of promoting Conservative candidates in Northern

Ireland. I cannot promise you that any of them will be elected,

and I can show you a quicker way to increase support for the Govern-

ment in the House of Commons. Nevertheless, the move is a sign of a

growing insistence among Conservatives that there must be equality

of treatment for Nortnern Ireland within the United Kingdom and equal

acceptance of its permanent constitutional posit.ion there. So it is

a pointer in the right direction, a pointer towards the only policy

for Ulster that can end the bloodshed and destruction and put our

relations with the Irish Republic back again on to a stable and honest

footing. That is a consummation that has got to come somehow and

sometime. Nobody, neither tne Government nor the Ulster people nor

Britain as a whole, stand to gain from delay. The siEnals so long

set at danger can be swiftly and simply altered. The process of

111 treating Northern Ireland in Parliament like any other part of the 

country is treated could begin next week, if the willingness existed

to break with past mistakes and dishonour. May it come soon.

Nothing in politics ever stands quite still, however little may

appear on the surface to be changing. Lone periods elapse when

governments pretend not to know and when the public at large seems

content to accept the pretence. Then suddenly the scene alters. For

twenty years I have pleaded for the facts about the future population

of this country, area by area, to be shared by Government with the
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pc:opie. The facts have been known in the Departments cf Education,

of Health, of the Environment. They were known, but they were ob-

stinately concealed. They are facts more reliably established than

the prospective hole in the ozone layer or the melting of the polar

ice or the nuclear pollution of the environment. What has now

changed is that a wider public has arrived at a new awareness and

has acquired a new interest in a future which it ierceives to be
11'4' 1 t-t„ <1(;', /Y

its futurealso. The tim0 is coming when Governmtnt can no loni:;er

hold the cards to its chest. When it puts them on the table, a new

debate will commence which has not been feasible hitherto, a debate

between Government and public. When that happens, it :ill be for the

411 public to decide whether they accept the consequences of what was

allowed to happ n without their full knowledge That is a debate
' & rt.-1 L

which is firmly on the agenda sheet of the next ten yea/s; Niz

e olorp.or t unit y-wh-i dh-th-e B i sp ople will

" ven o reje -fro.t'ffr-ToVtn-consented,
tjth

The year 1992 has acquired a symbolical s3L,niff_cance.It is the

symbol of a gradecision which Britain has to take but one on
now

which the Government itself hasiven the lead and of which it has

defined the terms. The year 1992 is that in which full freedom of

trade is to be established between the citizens of this country

and those of the other states of the European Economic Community.

That freedom we will not hinder, and as a nation we have committee

outseives not to hinder it. There is a mood abroad in Britain which
at -

scorns timidity and the attitudes of inferiority complex .1-n the

A-7112411'of free competition with our neighbours across the Channel.

Acceptance, not refusal,of international economic competition 

has become in the last ten years a part of this country s ethos,

and it matches the freedom to trade and to compete in West,:rn Europe

which will be enlarged in 1992.

That Saz&Ay is no longer the great s 1;ionwhich the

Government and people of this country will be called upon to decide.
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Freedom for individuals and companies to trade and to compete 4.5 a

principle which cannot be geographically circumscribed. The counter-

part of the European single market internally has hitherto been the

prevention and distortion of trade and competition with the rest of

the world. There is an infinity of difference between a single

market and a customs union: a customs union is the denial and repud-t-

ation of freedom of trade with anybody  We(  anywhere outside that 

union. A customs union is also the embryo of political domination:

it was so in the 19th century, when the German Zellverein paved the

road to the amalEamation of the states of Germany into tne Prussian

Re-i-ch of- the Hohenzollerns and cf Hitler, a44Ki )Lt threatens to become

.

so again, if those who intend to turn the European Community into a 

centralised superstate are allowed to get their way.

In both these causes the leadership belongs to Britain. It is

to Britian that worldwide trade across the oceans is congenial and

because cf the nature of our economy and geography supremely bene-

ficial. An inward-locking, protective system in Europe is no part

of Britain's vision of the world. The original community of the Six

may have been built upon that idea. Britain cannot be content with

a European single market that insists on being isolated and insulated.

Still less car Britain accept the fallacy that a sinpie market

-- omwst meant-a—airric-o-Termne-n , a-single lepTislatilro a-nd

system of laws, taxation and economic management. Oldest by far of

411
the parliamentary democracies in the European Community, we echo the

words of the Prime Vinister at Bruges that "co-operation between

in*Wdependent sovereign states is the best way to build a success-

ful European community , and we reject, as she rejected, the attempt

to 'suppress nationhood and concentrate power at the centre of a

European conglomerate'.

This is Britain's supreme business in the next ten years: to

restore for ourselves, and by doing so to restore for other; a Europe

of self-governing, independent and distinctive nations, whose citizens



are free nonetheless to exchange with one another their go ds and

services, their thoughts and their discoveries, trcir advances and

their insiEhts. 14-1/
This great re--n-t4;x4...i,e of Britain in tie 199Gcs belongs to that

C e,
enhanced status whichythe reant unforeseen transformation in the

I/-
political face of the European continent - y.

In thkEurope of e-emorgent nations, which the East-West rigidities

of the "Iron Curtain" can no longer contain, Britain has ceased to

be a subordinate satellite of the United States and has visibly, to

the rest of the world if not to ourselves, become the cominant factor

in remaking the map of Europe and recreating the balance of power
MC-41)14

. 4nectSsary to its peace and security. We have prated for too long

about something called "leadership in Europe". Pell, it has come to

us, and not at the price of repudiatingcrLyn nationhood. The

tragedy now will be if we fail to rise to t through blindness or k
L-

entanglement in past/perceptions.

The call is to return to our own destiny. It does not depend

on speculation about the future of Mr Gorbachev or about internal

developments in the Soviet Union, which we cannot foresee and which

are anyhow no business of ours. Thc great factors cf nationhood and

of geography do not dance attendance on the whims or fates of indivi6

duals. Events have exposed the untenability of previous assumptions

about the nuclear deterrent and the aggressive intentions of Soviet

Russia towards Western Europe. The nuclear deterrent was always

bankrupt of reality. The hypothesis of a Russian will to conquer

Western Europe was a]ways an absurd hypothesis. What has happened

is that governments, East and West, are being cblid to admit the

falsity of the propositions upon which their wores and policies have

hitherto been based. I do not underestimate the demands which this

turnaround makes upon the insight and integrity of Her Majesty's

Government: I point out only how severely that insight End integrity

is going to be tEsted in the coming years.
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There is a direct, if ironic, link between these historic

devaopments on the European continent and the readjustments of

British policy fcr which they call, and on the 

other hand the internal economic and fiancial policies of the

United Kingdom. It was by the consistent and courageous application

cf a correct economic analysis that this Cons r,ative Governemnt in

its first eight years got the upper hand over tlic phenomenon of on-

going high inflation which  had dogged and defeated  its predecessors.

No candid or knowledgeable commentator had ever denied in advance

that to end the expectation of persistent inflation would entail

severe economic readjustment, or that that readjustment would

0 necessarily involve a painful though terminable period of high

unemployment. It was equal y predictable that, as the readjustmenbt

worked its way through the system, the level of unemployment would

fall again.

The Government was rewarded for its constancy and determination

by seeing inflation come down, not indeed to its proper level (which

is zero) but to a rate which gave people a mounting sense of stability

which many had never experienced before. The Government was rewarded

also by seeing economic activity and employment moVE: back again to

more normal levels. At this very juncture the Government and the

country have been shocked by a sharp recurrenco of inflation, a
--—

recurrence which appeared not only to threaten what had been so

expensively achieved but, more seriously still, to call in Question

the correctness and validity of economic and monetary policy itself

since 1979. The experience  has  been as bewildering and distressing

as a snowstorm in June. if stability and confidence arc to be

recoiered, it is important to understand what went wroniz and why.

I am conscious of having inflicted a heavy lecture about

exchange rates upon a much-enduring audience in this Hall not long

ago. I promise not to inflict another new; but this is the point

where internal and external politics, economic and nat-lonal policies,
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converge arc intersect. Fortunately the true explanation of what we

wrung is beginning more and more tc emerge in public - net, I 

may say, to the credit of the Treasury or the Bank of England b
ut mucr

I would hope, to the encouragement of a government and nation m
inded

to reassert themselves in the face of Europe and the wuri

has
The rest of the world/reacted to Britain's new-found monetary

stability and economic efficiency by investing in this country 
on a

massive scale. Nothing wrong about that. In fact, everything ri ht

about that. In order, however, to do so, the would-be investors

needed to get hold of sterling. What went wrung was that we manufac-

_
tured lots more sterling for them instead of letting interest r

ates

and the exchange rate rise, as they would otherwise have done. 
That

of course was synonymous with creating inflation again. So why, oh

why, did we du this? For one reason, we did it to oblige the United

States, which has been indulging in ruinously profligate budget
ing

and wanted to avoid thu consequences. t''ore important,  hwct:vcr,  we

did it because the Eurocrats, at home and abroad, want Britain 
tc sub

ency

-

curr
mit to a common European / and state bank, which means surrender-

ing national control of our own economic affairs; for it wculd never

do, according to these people, for Britain, the British economy
, and

the pound sterling to follow their own course anC work out thei
r ewn

destiny in the markets of the world. So we risked wrecking our
^

_
achievement by inflating in order to keep sterli , in line with

 other

currencies for
i

the sake of those
/whose ambition s to control and govern us.

The moral of it all is the moral for the next ten years. If it isn't

"rule Britannia , it is "be yourself Britannia. Govern yourself, Britain
. Don't

ict others do it for you. Be the power that you arc, in the new Europe of 
the

nations. Don t play the game of those who live 3000 miles away. Be the tr
ading,

consuming, producing nation that you always were, in that unique island ho
me

which is also your ocean home. The next ten years will show what sent of n
atier

you are minded to be. The next ten years will show if ydu are minded to b
e a

nation at all. I think I know your answer,411the world will know it befcre the

year 2000 comes".
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•

If I had come before you as little as e year, rot to mention

two years, ado and had described to you the prospects for the

European Economic Community and britain':, u.embership of it as
 they

now present themselves to everybody, you would have accused m
e of

treating you to the product of an over-excited imagination. Indul-

gently and kindly, no doubt, you would have thouEht and said,
 "Here

-2_ __

is a man who sacrificed everything that a politician can sacr
ifice

in order to denounce and oppose the surrender of his country'
s

independence to a new centralised superstate. Why eonder, if he

likes to console himself with visi.,nary hopes, whistling to k
eep up

his spirits and ours as well?"

Within so short a time has the picture of Britain, Europe and

the EEC been transformed. The British prime minister, not in a

slip of the tongue or an impromptu television interview but i
n

sentences carefully prepared and promulgated, cleared with Ca
binet

colleagues and departmental officials, has announced herself

opposed to the transfer of powers from our national parliamen
t to

the institutions of the EEC. "'we have not", she has declared,

410 "successfully rolled back the frontiers of the state in Brita
in,

only to see them re-imposed at a European level, with a Europ
ean

superstate exercising a new dominance from Brussels". On the con-

trary, she announced, "eiy first guideline is this willing and 

ac4.ive co-operation between independent sovereign states is 
the best

a
way to build/successful European Community° . "Independent sovereign

states", indeed! For how many years have we ead to submit to being

told that "independent sovereign statese belong to the past,

beneficently superseded by a European Economic Community in 
which

esovereignty has been pooled"! ,4hy the very expression "indepeneent
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povereign state" hmo boon a jibe uf ridiculc, elurled contemptuously

at "littlt Englanders".

Now, in the last few weeks we have even been treated to the

spectacle, thanks to Mr Salman Rushdie,of Sir Geoffrey Howe, no less,

referring officially as Foreign Secretary to something called

"British soil". Nor are Britain and Britain's prime minister unique

and isolzted in this transvestite enthusiasm.

It :.as become a commonplace of foreign politics that West

Germany, for whom membership of the European e, mmunity has served

as a de,ontamination chamber after Nazism and military disaster,

is begi ming to perceive the EEC as expendable if it can secure

thereb the greater prize of re-unification - an event now openly

discus,able in chanceries as far apart as Noscow and Dublin. A

whole generation has been born and has grown to manhood, not to

say m Adle age, since the end of the War and the creation of NATO

and s:nce the enthusiasms and idealistic dreamscf those who drew up

the 'reaty of Rome. A new Europe is emerging before our eyes, a

Euro)e or nations - dare I borrow Mrs Thatcher's words and say

"ind:pendent sovereigrr nations: - of which the geography is no

longer dominated by the East-West divide and which no longer sub-

scribes to the American apocalyptic doctrine of mutual nuclear

destruction. The old certainties, i..he old solemnities, the old

axioms about economic unity leading to polftical and military unity,

are falling out of date and ceasing to be comprehensible.

Those of us who have never abandoned the sovereign independence

of cur own country, nor found sufficient cause to wish to barter it

away, flay well enquire how so sudden and so profound a transforma-

tion could come about just at the time when those who have made a

profession out of betraying their country and gained honour and

dignities thereby were relaxing into the self-satisfied smugness

of assured possession.
intr-

After a dutiful acknowledgement to the /- po
esition of an all-

wise and benevolent Providence, which has not rarely in the past



come to Britain's rescue in the nick of time, our thanks must gc

in the first place to the Labour Party. Who would have imagined

that at the very juncture when their opposition to British sub-

mergence in the EEC was at last acquiring the force and practica-

bility of an idea whose time has come, they would choose that

moment to throw it overboard and present rirs Thatcher for her next

Boadicean triumph over them with an electoral asset which she can-

didly acknowledged when she described "all the rest" in Britain

except out-and-out federalists as 'cheering like mad" after what

she said at Bruges. The Labour Party may not have written that

speech for her; at least they laid down the red carpet at the

hall. So when the Conservative Party is having to brace itself to

swallow the disagreeable medicine of its own past declarations,

what sweeter 'spoonful of sugar" could th-re be for them than to

find that their political opponents have switched on to the opposite

tack?

After the Labour Party, however, our thanks are due, and not

for the first time in our rough island story, to the people of

Russia. It never did make any sort of sense to suppose that the

Soviet Union, whom the Afghan mujahidin sent packing back over their

own back doorstep, are paised to launch a Third World War by attemp-

ting tne conquest of Western Europe or arc only prevented from
. -

doing so by the wild improbability that the United States would

410 celebrate that event by committing suicide itself, There is 

nothing new about all that. What is new is Soviet Russia's prac-

tical demonstration by deeds, not words, that it no longer contem-

plates maintaining the alignment between itself and the Warsaw Pact

countries of Eastern Europe by military intervention, it was not

accidental that in her speech at Bruges the Prime Ninister made a

pointed reference to those "great European cities'i (her expressioC,

Warsaw, Prague and Budapest. Europe in which the nations of 

Eastern Europe enjoy practical external independence, and in which

the balance is no longer that of nuclear terror, is a Europe where
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America's propsurQ for political unification among its allies

cannot help but be relaxed. It was this pressure, steadily and

ruthlessly applied, which has compelled successive British

governments to profess allegiance to an EEC that would be a

political as well as an economic entity. The heat is off. The

British Foreign Office is changing its perspective. A European

balance, which Britain and Russia will have equal interest in

recognizing and maintaining, has superseded the NATO theology of

American domination and indispensability. do amount, of repetition

of outdated formulae in Washington and London can any long..er con-
- --

deal their recognition of the new r-ality.

In this springtime of cur hopes, an irresistible impulse to

be up and doing is liable to take possession of those whc all along

kept faith alive that Britain's surrender of its national indepen-

dence was no more than a temporary aberration, a passing and un-

characteristic phase which would one day come to an end. We are

bound to be asking ourselves what we can new do to help on the

reaction that has already started.

Our most danEerous temptation at this moment is to indulge

ourselves in cynical recrimination. We remember, all too well,

the false dawns of the past. We remember the shameless surrender

of its election promises by the government of Iarold Wilson in

1974. We remember how the Iron Lady herself - had we not always

thought that she was "one of us"? - rode off in shininc. armour

to do battle against the EEC in her early days in office, only

to be led gently off the field by a still unreconstructed Cabinet.

We remember also as recently as 1986 how this pr sent government

forced through Parliament a measure that deprived the British people

of the veto over duropean legislation they had always been promised.

All this we remember. If we remembered it with bitterness and

cynicism that would be fully understandable - fully understandable,

but utterly stupid.
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Our business now is not with recrimination or the cheap

triumph of convicting of inconsistency those whom we should be

supporting and encouraging in their new-found resolution to recover

our bartered rights. Our interest is to make it easy - and to make

it rewarding - for them. If the present government have resolved

to make a stand at last against the ingestion of Britain into a

centralised European superstate, they are unlikely to have done so

imagining it to be a vote-loser. The federalists, said the Prime

Minister (you remember) after her speech at Bruges, "don't like it,

but all the rest are cheering like mad". "All the r st", as you
--

and I well know, includes the overwhelming majority of the British (Li

electorate. It behoves us then to cheer and Ice p cheering and to

show all whom it may concern where opinion in the United Kingdom

stands. Let there be no misunderstanding about that on the other

side of the Channel - and no pusillanimous backsliding either on

this side of the Channel by disloyal colleagues or officials. The

marching orders have been given. It remains to fall in behind the

colours.

Nor need we be afraid of 1992. If fair and freo competition

is what 1992 means, wu are ready and willing to make the most of it.

What we will not accept, and what Her Majsty's Government has

repudiated, is the dishonest attempt, under the pretext of increas-  e

ing people's freedom to trade and to compete, to subject us to laws

on all manner of other subjects from bathing beaches to social

security, which have not been made by our own Parliament or approved

by our own electorate. To trade with the other fellow and to com-

pete with him fairly, you do not need to  govern  him. Let the other
do

nations make their own laws, as we 4:ose their own taxes,

ane go their own ways. ke do not ask for them to be subordinated

or amalgamated into a new superstate under the pretext of a single

market, a market, that is, in which governments arc agre.ed to

impose no restrictions on the frLkom of the citizens of one country
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to exchange their goods and  services with  the citizens of the

other countries. On the other hand we will not stand passively

by while a. customs union is constrained, ;.„s Prussia once constraineC

thu German Zo112111, to form the basis of a new and overweening

empire.

We have not given our wcrd idly or in ill faith. We gave

our word to a single market, a market in '_!lhich there should be

no artifical barriers cr obstacles to trade. That is not a Europe

"without frontiers". Naticrs havo frontiers; and a Europe, Mrs

Thatcher's Europe, of "independent sovereign nations will be a 

Europe of frontiers, across which men and women are free, while

obeying and making the laws cf their rspective nations, to exchang
( -7

with one another their goods and services, their thoughts and their

discoveries.  The people of this country bave not h.00n asked or

given their consent to a Europe of common government, central

government, central administration. Had we :antecthat, we would

not have troubled in our long past to proserve our laws, our

liberties and our Parliament. Now, as before, we will fellow

those who call upon us tc defend them.
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Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell,
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Thursday, 2nd i'iarch 1989.

You are near enovz,h in Herefordshire to Wales for many of you
c..274eay54411

to have watchedeast week the BBC television play Heartland, where

Anthony Hopkins played the part of a Welsh farmer destroyed by the

E.E.C. It was not only excellent drama but a political portent.

Not very iong ago such a programme transmitted by the BBC throughout

the country would have been unthinkable; but the wind has changed,

, and even Broadcasting House is provided with a weathercock.

Some of us towards whose direction the wind is changing now

have not been wholly at peace with the NFU since the beginning of

the last decade, and we welcome the prospect that an ugly rift,

which was never any Eood for anybody, may slowly be on its way to

be mended. In the early 1970's the NFU, followed tthough not perhaps

with total entnusiasm) by the other Farmers Unions in the United

Kingdom, was strong and vocal, in the name of its members, in favour

of Britain signing the treaty of Brussels and becoming part of the

EC. In fact, subseciuently distinguished officers of this

Union have filled high and prestigious positions in the structure

by which Britain is governed from Brussels and Strasbourg.

Those of us who opposed the decision taken in 1972 and have

remained unreconciled to it ever since condemned it as incompatible

with the national independence and self-government of our country.

It was bound to appear to us as if cur fellow citizens in the farming

industry were anxious to do a deal. "All right",they seeffR-2dto be

saying,"the EEC spells financial benefit for us. If the counterpart

is that Britain must give up the right to make its own laws and set

its own taxes, O.K. by us". The dictionaries contain a number of

ugly terms for describing those who accept pecuniary considerations

for bartering away their country's liberty. I do not mean to empLy
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any part of that vocabulary, especially at a time when her Majesty's

Government through the mouth of the Prime Minister has declared its

intention to preserve the powers of Parliament and to base its polic
y

in future
in Europe/upon the principle of co-operation between sovereign

independent nations. There is no room for recrimination or hard

feelings or mutual accusations when this nation is addressing
itself

to reverse the errors committed in 1972 and reinforced as recently

hard-won rights and

1986 and is preparing to claw back/liberties that have been placed in

pawn already. The nation has been given the signal to stop the

retreat and start the advance. It must respond as one.

-

What is permissible and may perhaps be useful now is to re-state

the reasons why the bargain offered by the Common Market to the

British farming industry was, and was bound to be, a bad bargain.

It is an old and tested political truth that no class or

interest in a society can prosper at the expense of the rest. It is

from the wellbeing of a whole society that the wellbeing of all its

parts derives. A healthy and prosperous British agriculture is the

agriculture of a healthy and prosperous Eritain. The causes which

since the 18th century decreed that Britain would principally feed

its population by tradinc; with other continents across the sea route
s

of the world were not a freak. Their permanence has not been impaired

by the development of manufacturing industry in the New World or in

Europe. They have the dignity of an enduring fIct about this desely

populated island, uniquely dependent in peace as in war upon control

and use of the sea and air around it and upon access to the oceans.

Self-sufficiency in the products of agriculture is neither strategi-

daily nor economically to its advantage: its agriculture is destined

. whatever
to furnish just/conditions and convenience enable it to furnish

profitably in a nation whose ports are open to the world.

That is not a description which fits the other major member

states of the European Community. For contineetal Europe, taken as

a whole, the aspiration to agricultural self-sufficiency makes iood
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c:noukh sense and corresponds strategiclly to its historical :E,mory

of recurrent blockade. When therefore the continental nations of

Western Europe decided to create a customs union, whether or not as

forerunner (like the customs union of the mid 19th century) to

political amalgamation, it was natural th y should use that

customs union to reduce dependence upon the outside world. Convenient(1

it happened that the mechanisms for doing this - no internal free

market in agricultural produce, plus a subsidy-protected tariff wail

on the exterior - would place in the hands of the Community's

administration the effective detailed control of prics and production

in all the member countries and thus an unrivalled instrument of

electoral bribery on the international as well as the national scale.

I refer to the international bribery. The United States, for

reasons best known to itself, has been keen to retain strategic

bases in Greece and in Spain, whose inhabitants are apparently morc

proud and sensitive on that subject than we British. At all events

the parti s which at present govern in Spain and Greece obtained

office by promising to remove the American bases and to stay out of

the EEC. What, you may wonder, happened? Spain kept the bases and

join d the EEC; Greece joined the EEC and kept the bases. An

irresistibly lucrative reward had been forthcoming from the Community

in terms of the Comton Agricultural Policy.• —
It turns out however that British agriculture has not enjoyed

its experience of being managed by the Europeans.

The Greek proverbial figure Procrustes, you will remember, either

chopped off the extremities of his victims to Lake them f t his bed

or else he pulled their limbs out of the sockets. I find no record

tnat he ever inflicted both treatments on the same traveller; but

the Common Market has managed to do both to British agriculture: it

first cf all violently expanded it, then it viciously cut it down

again. Our friend across the Border in the play on television

found out all about that; but perhaps he never Ifrew what it really
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was that hit him. What hit him was the consequence of being governe(:

by foreigners, to fit their own needs and circumstances and purposes

and not those of his own country.

It is a good principle for any industry to bewaro of falling

into the hands of government; but if you aHe determined to be pro-

tected and prodded and managed by politicians, then, for mercy's

sake, let it be by your own politicians, wo,o you have some hope of

forcing to listen to you,and not the governments of other nations,

over whom you have no control at all. In the united Kingdom

agriculture is a permanent minority interest; but the United

Kingdom itself is a permanent minority in the European Community,

411especiallysinc we surrendered our so-called veto and handed the rest

the right to vote us down. Being a permanent minority is not so bad

when you share the same interest3and situation and intentions as

the majority. Things go very wrong when the permanent minority is

the odd man out.

This is why the barEain by which Britain was seduced in the

early 1970's was such a bad bargain. The bargain consisted of giving

up governing ourselves for the benefits of being governed by others.

British agriculture has learnt the consequences of that the hard way.

The rest of Britain and of the British electorate arc catching up on

the lesson with almest every week that passes. This being so, one

might wonder what need there is for exhortation, such as I offer to

you this evening, to align yourselves, your Union and your industry

with the Government in its proclaimed intention to defend our naticnal

self-government against erosion and destruction in the EEC.

There are two reasons, because there arc two formidable obstacles

to be overcome. The obstacles are respectively SI-iAPIE and FE:iR. In

the last seventeen years most organisations in Britain and most of

those active in public life and public positions have conformed with

the fashionof advocating and commending the removal of power and

authority from our own institutions to vest them in other institutions
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which are not ours. There are MBEs, OBEs, OBEs, knighthoods and

even baronies that have been purchased at price. If errors 

are to be recovered from,words have te be eaten. In any case an

example has been set by t e Government itself, most of whose members

including the Prime Minister, connived in the past - and quite a

recent past - in dismantling that national sovereignty to which it

has now made it pormissible to refer again without incurring ridicu

or disparagement.

So much for the one bogey, SHAME. A, L.—; the other bogey,

FLH , we have experience to arm us. In the early 1970's we used to

be warned that unless we gave up our self-government, we would face

the widespr ad starvation that threatened to engulf the world and

our nation's trade would shrivel. We have now lived lona enough to

see Eritish farmers being paid not to produce food - set aside"

is the euphemism: We have lived long enough to see a .114 billion

British deficit on trade in manufactures with 'destern Europe. The

people who still try to frighten us by shouting "Wolf" arc the

same who have been proved wrong when th-y shouted it Defore. The

animal is extinct in Britaih. Only the echo of the cry persists,

and the vested interests of those who have Fr2.6c; a profession out of

,jecting their fellow countrymen to tho arroant encroachment of

eigners.

4•
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There are certain assertions which it can suddenly become dange-

rous to dispute - dangerous socially, evn dangerous physically.

Such an assertion has in recent years been given the divsnity of

recognition by Act of Parliament. It states th-t whatever a man can

woman can also do and must therefore be enabled and encouraged

to do.

Women accordingly patrol the streets as police; women are equip-

ped with lethal weapons and trained to use them in the ranks

of vihat we now call the security forces; the obstacles which child-

birth places in the way of women functioning as men in indurtry and

commerce are as far as possible removed ot counteracted.

• The trouble about this assertion is that it is manifestly and in-

disputably untrue. +re are certain things which avuman can do that

a man cannot do, and vice versa. I will be so tactless as to spe-

cigr some of them. A woman can bear a chil_ and suckle it: a man can

not do so. A man can beget a chile: a woman cannot do so. Thribeare

physical differences between a man anf a woman, to which these re-

spective abilities and disabilities correspond and are in that sense

due.

It is customary - indeea, it verges upont Airbligatory--to

dismiss these physical cifferences and the consequent differences

of function as unimportant and irrelevant outside the narrowest

limits that can be assigned to the business of reproduction. This
as iot

dismissal is '1/flagraniconf1ict with

the oriinal assertion is at odds with demonstrable and un oubted

fact. It amounts to maintaining that the exclusive differentiation

of reproductive funcions, a differentiation whics manlind sharss

with most o- animate creatio#, is associated aith no correspon ing

differentiation on other re-pects, as for example in mental and

emotional characteristics. It is wildly improbable that the ability

and tki func.son of b-arina. and nurturin an inlant corresponds

exclusively to physical and mechanical endo ment. .10boe.oi wcald have

al rational probability as



thought of making so absur a statement about - of all creatures -

a human being unless he was either mad or frightened; and no human

society eould have tried to orgenise itself on such a basis unless

it were in the grip of a self-destructive mania.

The non-mechanical differentiation to whilh probability, as

well as observation, points need not extend to all characterietic

ally human functions, activities and predispositions. It might, for

example, be:.-though this is not necessarily or perhaps even pro-

1)bly the cas-that the differentiation does not extend to the most

human of all characteristics, the exploitation of the powers of the

human mind, There is a huge difference between individuals of the

same sex in the manner and scale of that e_xploitation, and it would

be conceivable if the same range of difference wer identical be-

tween the two sexes, though this is to beg the question of any link

between on one hand the emotional and instinctual make-ub, and on

-
the otn_er hand the intellectual make-up, of the human personeility.

/5e/74r,fei
We cannot in any case but a :nowledge s-pecielizatiom tne

teaxes is.e4ile-en two groups of functions with moee or les; far—reach-

/4.7000 /4"- wls-14A fGosiod-4- s:J^ -Vie-cc:nit:04PC
in consequences. The one group of functionlas eo do with the pro-

care
duction/and nurture of the new generation Icessary for the sur-

vival of the race. To these ehe group of functions foe whi-h the

male is specialized are complementary, name y, t e pro ection, sus-
tA;k,t-tce4,

tenance and care of tee female/4140 facilitate and safeguard the pro-)

euction, care and nurture the new generation. These laecter

functions for which the male sex ie epecilized involve the exertion
7

ysical force and cunnin7, together with the social organiea-

tion and discipline necessary to make that exertion effective: in

crude terms, according to circumstances, warfare are hunting, both

of whieh involve killing an• self-expoeure on beh lf others to

mortal danger.

I purpo ely leave unasked the question whether the
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of beaets and Of other men, for which the male is thus :_eoecialized,

was favourable, quite al)art from its utility for the preservation

of the species, to the process of natural selection presumed to un-

derly the emergence of homo sapiens sapiens. Mkr will I en-uire if

an affirmative answer to that Question was consciously given by the

philcbsopher who in the fourth ch-bter of Ganesis made the killing

by Cain of hie Prother Abel the :irst evertin truly humeri history.
**PC

I have a more practical arr: indeed/appalling question than these
to pose. It is this. To what extent, e;ithout self-destructive con-

sequences, can a human society re-organize itself in defienee

specialization and differentiation which reach eo deep into its own

past and the past of its predecessors? Is there a penalty attached

to orglinizinP: women to fight and kill and replacing them by men (so

far as physically practicable) in the production, care and early

nurtu e of children.2 It is a duestion to which the only absolutely

definitive answer is empirical - by experimenting me eeeing t 

the result turns out to be. Perhaps it was to be expected that

societies which c rried out expertMents in nudear physics that maae

it possible to envisage destroying The htman race woula be easily

te-mpted to ple.y with another red knob labelled Danger of Death. That

does not rend r it less reasonable eo warn 8.:_inet indulgence in an-
_ _

other experiment, of whieh the results, if they turhed out -to be ca-

lamitoustmiFht by then be irreversible.

In its present mooa of fearihj to be left behihd by contem-

porary fashion, the Church o fngland - or at least(which ie not the

same thing) the General 4noe of the Chu e:h of Ameland - has with im

peccable consistency atte-pted also to get into the popular act of

playing with the red knob. In this c -e the essertion is that, if

a man can be a priest, therefore a .omen cae be a priest too. The

word, be it notee, is priest , and not priestess. Priesteesee there

undeniably have been in human societies here and there erom hi-to-
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rically early times, thow.h the Encyclopaedia Britannica assures

u, that "in most civilisations the male sex predominates amonz ritu-

al functionaries:, tylp female shamans and priestesses (the Vestal

Virgins at Rome,for example) are not uncommon." 'hat, we therefore

have to enquire, is the nature of the"rival function" in questiont
'fr$

In Christianity there has been from 4.01.beginning a "rival

function" inseparable from Christian belief and Chrisian worship.
Akew 4441, 4- 

Alristian belief is that man's deepest ye&rning to '

overcome death an- counteract the individual's hauntins: conscious-

ness of human mortaj.ity is fulfillable becaue God the creator of
401401-n-&trot/P*140A.

the universe becamt m-riand allowed himself to be killed by men:

to use the signifi-2cnt key term,he offere Himself as a sacrifice.

Me Christian Church nas at aol t:' rs as  part of its warmest
5411.-

re-enacted or re-statec toe sacr:fice o: the ceity ircarrate.A.

play the central part in that re-enactment or re-statement has Seer

the "ritual function" of a person specially appointed for the "..:Ue-

pose. It is performed by renearsin,L- certain words and acts

believed to have been spoken ard Core ty je2us; ard the oerson

specially appointed to perform that rehearsal is what the Christar

Church denotes by "priest".
Ihis bear's in uwo distinut ays ueon tne

ip c 40%
car do whatever men can co. In the first is a repuoi-

tion of Christian belief, ty way of aesel'efn that God couic have

achieved the redemption of mankira iv been' trw incarnate as a

woman in order to be done to de-th by other women. ',hatever else

may be saic about that assertion, at contra(iicts the essential

belief of Christianity.

c-ir is Lha_ aii. The progosition tha,t a wo7.an can perform
ritu#j

theLfunction - car (in oer worcs: Le a priest - calls irtc

question the nature of the central rf,J.. or t-ne Church.

deliberately asec just now the altEJI-L7tive tfyrr7,s "re-eract"

"re-state"; tut a talC of meari [;:fi,arates the two terms, as it



has divided the Christian world into -t'o since the end of the

t-Addle Ages. That the rite is not mere recitation of a narrative

is evident upon the face of it. The narratve is accompanied ty

action, If it were not so accor::panied, no more would take
Any o O'ke.40-

place than takes place during the public reading of / passage

from Scripture. The endeavour to probe the meaninp: of what the

Church is doing, and always has teen doinF, confronts the seeker

with ar appalling dilemma, which individuals have found themselves

compelled by disposition or by their intellectual environment to
-

resolve by seizing upon one horn of the dilemma cr the other:

either nothing, happens, or somethin hacpens. That is the alter-

nmative which has divided Christenc]o:: and still divides it; for 

if something happens, it happens because a certain sort or person

ina certain way and in certain circuista„nces re-enacts what Coo

incarnate said and cid.

Those who peer from the outside at the ai-;ony into which the

Church cf EnFland has been thrust by the pressure ur:on it - T

resort to a Pauline expression - to be "conformed tc this world"

are in the habit of superficially misuncerstandinF the cause of

that agony. The Church of England, they imaii,ine, is afraid that

by oruainihe women as Frtest-s—ft wouid mu, an end to aii 00553i-

tility of union - or reunion - with the iiomar Church. This is a 

shallow misapprehension. The aurch of ErFlard is by definition

that church of which, the sureme :;.overnment on earth is v,--sted in

the soverein. There may be those who mouic like to substitute

for that authcrity the authority of the doman pontiff, as there

are also those in tne secular sphere whc' to replace the 

authority of the Crown in Parliament by some other authoity

external to the realm. It is not however the possibility of th=-,t 

substitution, which woulo ipso facto terminate tne existence of

the Church of E 'land, that is the point at issue for it in the

ordination of women iniests.

•
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The real issue turns upon another characteristic of the

Church of iinEland, a characteristic eract:ed and maintained under

that same authority. The Church of Enland is a church neither

catholic nor protestant, or rather, both catholic arc protestant.

it solemnly and by law refuses to resolve the dilemma by which

toe worlo outside is divided. Thanks to this refusal, it has

been, as it continues today, the national church of all the

En:Jlish. If the Church of Enland ceclared that the ritual

function at the heart of its worship could te performec in-

differently by a mar or a woman, it ,,:ould have rarF,ec itself,

once for all, behind one uroerstarcirt of thait central act and

a,-,.ainst the other understartir. Its nature would there-cy have 

been u.,te r iy char:fed.

et the outoog.e of that chanEe coda ce, no mar can foretell.

For the Church of 't]rh:i.lanc, arz for hur society, t'rih is one cf

those experiments of which the resuts, a toe tjme thr Cecr 

known, are irreversiole.
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Address by the Rt hon. J. Enoch Powell, -111-3E, to the
Cambridge University Conservative Association, at the
University Arms, Cambridge, at 1 p.m. 14ednesday,

22nd February 1989.

I have in the past made use of the privilege of addressing

this Association to draw attention to a recent proclivity on 
the

part of Parliament to be hustled by panic or public clamour i
nto

legislation destructive of rights of the individual lone esta
blishec

under the law of England. This proclivity has continued to manifest

itself, and I return to it today.

Among the long-established rights to which I refer - I am
^

careful not to describe them as "human rights", because I can
not

understand how rights can be derived from the mere fact of be
longing

to the species homo sapiens sapiens - are two which at this m
oment

arc in process of being destroyed or diminished. One is the right

of free movement from one place in the realm to another. The

second is the right of free exit from the realm. It is significant

and ironical that Britain has recently been engaged along wit
h other

nations in the attempt to coerce the Soviet Union into enacti
ng

these very rights by abolishing the practices of internal exi
le

and of restricted or prohibited exit which have lonE been cha
rac-

teristic of the Russian state for causes which, like other su
ch

characteristics, are historically explicable but - between yo
u and

"none of our business".

The curtailment of a riEht is commonly initiated tentatively

and then broadened out thereafter. In 1(375, in the panic hysteria

which followed the so-call d "Birmingham bombing'', the then L
abour

Government carried on to the statute book of the United Kingd
om a

system of internal exile whereby individuals could be prohibi
ted

from moving from one part of the kingdom to another, namely, 
from

i“:)rthern Ireland to Great Britain or vice versa. This was accepted

at the time - though I helped to modify it to the extent that
 the

power was made two-directional instead of unidirectional as
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originally proposed - for two reasons. One I have mentioned
to

already. Thiswas public alarm and dismay, a motivation/which it

is the duty of a legislature to remain as far as humanly possible

impervious. The other cause was a tendency particularly common

and particularly damaging in a parliamentary democracy, na

the tendency to say, "It's all right. It won't apply Co mc. It

will only apply to those other perishers". If the "other perisher'

happens to be someone whom you don't like or of whom you have

heard ill report, this 'I'm-all-right-Jack' factor is a powerful

lubricant of bad legislation.• So we have accepted internal exile in the United Kingdom for

some fourteen years on the excuse that 'it only applies to

Northern Ire-land". In fact, Parliament has just been renewing it

again.

however we arc now engaged in reaping from the same field

anoth r crop of rights diminished and riEhts withdrawn. We are

doing so in the context of what is called 'soccer hcoliganism'.

this point, for the avoidance of misunderstanding or cavil,

I must observe that of course the right of free internal movement

within the realm and of free exit from it h.s never applied, 

and never could have applied, to.persons arrestable on a criminal

charge or persons who, having been duly found guilty and sentenced,

have been judicially deprived of their liberty. Perhaps the caveat

is particularly relevant to the underhand manner in which the ni.w
a

withdrawal of/long-established individual right is being compassed,

namely, by extending the scope of judicial discretion.

Under the Football Supporters Bill the courts will oc able to

restriction orders with the object of preventing convicted del.ln-

quents from travelling abroad. They would have to report to police

statiohsor attendance centres when a national team or an English

club was playing abroad. These restriction orders, designed to
at will

prevent people from going abroad4 would last for two years where a
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penalty less than a prison sentence had been imposed and
 for five

years in other cases. So here it is. An offence against the law

of England is to attract the withdrawal of freedom to l
eave the

country. Oh yes, but in a period and in circumstances when the
similar

former offender mignt commit a /offence cn foreign soil.
 On the

same logic, a person convicted and punished for exceedin
g cur speed

iimitswould presumably be prevented from going on holida
y to France

where he might hire a car and drive it above the speeds 
locally

permitted.

There are wide-ranging and sinister overtones here, whic
h it

-
is worth identifying. This curtailment of the citizen's right to

• leave the realm at will is intended, in the Government's
 words,

"to reduce the harm done to Britain's image abroad by it
s football

hooligans". That takes us into a very big league indeed. It is

an assertion that the courts of England ought to be giv
en power, by

impeding an individual's exit,to prevent, or to diminish
 the risk

of, the commission of an offence in another jurisdiction
. The con-

cept of national jurisdictions has become seriously blu
rred of late -

and notably, in the atmosphere of panic over what is ca
lled terrorism.

I understand why the French authorities should assist t
he apprehen-

sion, trial and conviction in EnEland of a person who ha
s committed

a serious crime he7-e; but the proposition that having committed

an .offence in England a person should be denied by law 
his riEht to

leave the realm on the ground that he might break the l
aw obtaining

elsewhere, is the thin end of a potentially very thick 
wedge.

We are, it seems to me, in danger of losing siEht of tw
o great

principles. One os that our rights and liberties are linked with

telritorial jurisdiction: they are rights anc: liberties exercised

and enforceable within a particular jurisdiction and de
pend there-

fore on how that jurisdiction is delimited. The attempt to escape

from the delimitation of territoriality brings with it 
not an en-

largement but a curtailment of individual rights and li
berties.

The second principle is that rights and liberties are e
ndangered
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whenever the punishment of offences is enlarged by the use of judielo

order to include restrictions on the exercise of riEhts and liber-

ties. In the direction in which we are heading, we could end by

givinE the courts discretionary power not merely to impose internal

exile but to withdraw the individual's freedom to leave the country.

The dangerous trends to which I have drawn attention have not

been the result of any profound and settled public sense in favour

of the curtailment of rights and liberties. The question of princib:

has remained out of sight, and been kept out of sight. Indeed, the

public might be surprised to learn that internal oxile and confine-

ment to the realm have now become part of the laws of England. This

was the result of haphazard and ad hoc use of legislation by way of

reacting to events that gave cause for alarm or indignation. We

have become used to shoot-from-the-hip legislation. We do it all

the time. An ugly incident occurs on a football ground here or

elsewhere. Tne Prime Minister comes out with a loudly applauded

expression of abhorrence. The next thing we know is that, hey

presto, there is to be a new crime created or a new punishment

invented. This is happening continually. I personally enjoy no

more than the next man the idea of people selling their organs,

their tissues or their blood. What I like even loss is to hear

that - off the cuff, so to speak, with a fair wind from the Opposition

and from all concerned - there is to be a Bill pushed through

• Parliament at top speed to create a new crime or a whole hew range

of crimes, without adequate opportunity for maturer opinion to

crystallize or for the wider and (dare I use the word?) philosophical

implications to be explored and understood. This is nc manner and

no moi'Ddin whic, to stick bits onto the edifice of the criminal law

of England. It is this atmosphere of near-hysteria in which with

general applause Parliament gets to trample upon the rights and

fr edoms which it nas nurtured and protected through its long history.



There is no bettor place at which to utter this croak of

warning and alarm than a university, that is to say, a place wh
ore

people have time to think and to stEnd back from events. iviay I ace,

no better university for the job than Cambridge?

•
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell iVEE to the
Annual Dinner of the Sheldon (Birmingham) Branch
of the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers Association at
the Sheldon TA Centre, 6 p.m. Saturday 8 February

1969.

The City of Birmingham is a suitable place, and the Fifth

Battalion of the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers is a suitable audience,

for sounding a strategic tocsin. The immediate occasion for alarm

is the Government's announcement that British contractors for

supplying armaments to our armed forces must in future share the

-
work with what are called "European firms", meaning factories situaLee.

on the mainland of the European continent.

I ask one question, to which I believe there is no doubt about

the answer. What would have been the fate of Britain in 1940 if

production of the Hurricanaand the Spitfire had been dependent upon

the output of factories in France: That a question so glaringly

ouvious does not get asked in public or in governmer:-. illuminates

the danger created for this nation by the rolling stream of time

which bears away the generation of 1940, the generation, that is to

say, of those who experienced as adults Britain s great peril and

Britain's great deliverance. Talk at Bruges or Luxembourg about

not surrendering our national sovereignty is all very well. They

mean icss than nothing when the keys to our national defence are

being handed over: an island nation which no lonser commands the

essential means of oefendinF itself by air and sea is a nation no

longer sovereign.

That this surrender can take place under our noses with no

public protest and even no public awareness is the consequence of

a '-'and strategic delusion into which Britain has allowed itself

to be lulled for forty years. The nature of that delusion is

Armageddon. We have learnt to believe in a thunderclap war, where

our own future as well as that of our allies will be settled by one

almighty battle on the Plain of Esdraclon. Whatever may be true



fbr others, that delusion is absolutely fatal for the U
nited Kindom.

The safety of this island nation reposes upon two pill
ars. The

first is the impregnability of its homeland to invasio
n by air or

sea. The second is its ability and its will to create over 
time the

military forces by which the last conclusive battle wi
ll be decided.

Uithout cur own industrial base of military armament p
roduction

neither cf those pillars will stand. No doubt, with the oceans kept

open, we can look to buy or borrow from the other cont
inents; but

to depend on the continent of Europe for our arms is s
uicide.

The Armageddon delusion has recently moved into a new 
phase.

. .

In the old days, when people believed in the American 
nuclear deter-

rent attached to a tripwire down the middle of Europe,
 the biE bang

of Armageddon was the nuclear holocaust. Wow that America and Russia

have both admitted Dy deeds more eloquent than words t
hat they believe

in this no longer, a new battle of Armageddon is being
 invented to

replace the old one. The new Armageddon will not be so new after all:

it bears a remarkable family resemblance to 1914, the 
Schlieffen Plan

and the Eattle of Tannenberg and all that. It is called "conventional'

and everybody now is talking about "conventional balan
ce west of

the Urals". Our imbellic ministers, who wouldn't know Hindenburg

from Samsonov if they met them, are tickl d pink with 
"balance of non-

nuclear weapons' ann spend their tim:= totting up lists
 of tanks and

field guns and personnel carriers.

Surprise, surprise: the Russians have larF, numbers of them,

and being a huge continental country, which has to loo
k south and

east as well as west, they keep quitc a lot of them in
 European

ELssia. The silliness is to imagine that the present size and 
location

of tncse respectivE arithmetical totals is what d cidc
s the destiny

of Europe and encourages or discourages the Soviet Uni
on in the crazy

and mythical project of invading and conquering Wester
n Europe,

including the British Isles.

The ghost of von Loltke and the afterglow of the Franc
o-Prussian

War could still lure Germany in 1914 to go for Armaged
don; but
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Armageddon got its come-uppance, first, in the trench warfare of

S14-1918, and then, in 940, in the failure of Sealion and the

futile throw to out-Napoloen Napoleon in hussia. The hbalancen is

there already, not waiting to be constructed like a house of cards

at Vienna or Geneva. It is a balance in which one unconfessed but

potent element is British: the impregnability of the British Isles

and the capability of the British nation for military mobilisation.

There is however a condition precedent for that impregnability

and that mobilisation. It is that Britain retains within itself,

unshared with the European continent, the industrial capability for

producing the material equipment indispensable for its defence, and

producing it in the order and at the length of notice at which it is

likely to be required. What a cruel and foolish irony, that, in the

name of our commitment to European peace guaranteed by the balance

of power, we should contemplate deliberately divesting ourselves of

the one essential contribution that Britain has to make - not to

mention the ultimate capability of self-defence, without which

liberty and national sovereinty are empty words.

hy comrades in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment will understand

that if I speak tonight about the material component of British

defence, I do so because it is the threat to Europeanise that

component which caunes most immediate alarm. Of course there is

the human component, which, as Napoleon remarked of the moral and the

physical, stands to the material factor in the ratio of three to one.

The immense expansion which the Royal Warwickshire Regiment underwent

in two world wars is part of the proof that britain has the power,

wa,A3which Continental nations do not reed to understand, to become

in time of need a nation under arms. Of that transformation the line

infantry is and will remain the heart and core. The proof of Britain s

continued wiii and ability to perform that transformation and perform

it as and when called for lies in the peacetime Army and in the

voluntary peacetime Army. The British Army, no longer a colonial

garrison army, is essentially a cadre army, the peacetime germ of an



army at war. Eveh of this the myth of Armageddon had threatehed to•

deprive us, by representing the voluntary peacetime Army as a mere

component of regular forces due to be sacrificed to holoch on the 

Plain of Esdraelon. That is false, false to reality, and false to

Britain's destiny. Those who serve in peace serve to make possible,

and tc declare possible, the creation of a future British Army com-

parable with those which defeated the last three bids to erect on

military power the mastery of Europe. They arc as integral to

Britain's liberty as is a British fleet in being and a British

armaments industry. Let no passing fashion In intnational politics

deprive us of that defence.

•
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the
Annual General Meeting of the Central Committee of the
South Down Unionist Association at Dromore OranEe Hall,
Co. Down, at 8 p.m., Friday, 20th January, 1989.

It is commonplace among commentators to claim that the

ingredient most necessary in Northern Ireland is reconciliation.

The word reconciliation trips effortlessly off the pens of journa-

lists and the tongues of clergy. It is an inexpensive and usually

thoughtless cliche. Ironically, however, those who make this claim

have got hold of the correct analysis. Where they are wrong is in

the local application of it.

Without reconciliation there is no exit from the nightmare

which the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1985 entailed upon this province.

The reconciliation that is needed, however, is not reconciliation

within the province itself, not reconciliation between two incom-

patible and mutually contradictory objectives, not reconciliation

betwten living in one state anti ig in another state. That

reconciliation, essentially bogus, iS ohly to be had at the Oniee

;i
of insecUnity and deibtt, of" a pnetende which recoils upoh the heads

of those who contriiie it and deludes and cheats their fellow citizens.

The reconciliation Wnieh Ulster's peace awaita iS nOt the false

reconciliation of pretending to compromise or combine opposites,

not reconciliation between those elected to aim at irreconcilable ana

411incompatible goals. It is a different reconciliation altogether; and 

those upon it rests to achieve it are those most often heard demanding

it from others. The reconciliation for lack cf which men, women and

children in Ulster suffer and perish is reconciliation between the

United Kingdom and the Irish Republic. Those are the guilty parties,

whose failure to practise what they preach created and maintains the

reiEn of fear and terrorism in this province. Of their failure to

be reconciled, or even to grasp what reconciliation between them means,

the Anglo-Irish Agreement itself is the ghastly monument and proof.
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They ought to resolve now, in the iJew Year, to repent of thei

past pride and follies and put right what they have done wrong.

Britain has never yet been willing to accept that the Irish

Republic is a fully free and independent nation, determined beyond

all else upon maintaining two things repugnant to Br tish conceit an,

British policy - its neutrality, and its determination to be in no

way subject or subordinate to the United Kingdom. Britain has neve):

yet become reconciled to this. Onthe contrary, since the Free State

was conceived seventy years ago,Britain has invested all its cunnin

and persistence and all its unscrupulousness in the futile project

• of achieving an Irish state - "dominion" was the old-fashioned ord -

which will be inside, if not the same Commonwealth, at least the

same Alliance as Britain. To this inherently unattainable purpose

countless human lives in both islands have been cynically sacrificed:

no folly or deceit, however preposterous, has been left untried.

It was in pursuance of this misconception that in 1920 there

was forced upon Northern Ireland an anomalous constitution designed

to pave the way to a unitary Irish dominion, which placed the politi-

cal minority in Ulster in a position of permanent disadvantage from

wt.th no other minority in the UK suffers. In pursuance of the same

misconception, that constitution was destroyed again in 1972, in
clear the

order to / grouna fOr a series of constitutional contraptions, all

unworkable and all intended to lead to a federal all-Ireland state

and thus, so it was fancied, purchase the compliance of the Irish

Republic with British aims. Finally, the Anglo-Irish Agreement

gave to the Irish Republic a share in the governance of Northern

Ireland on the pretext that the Republic would assist Britain to

de feat the IRA , a thing no Irish government dare be seen to do.

This was cheating. It placed the Irish government in the im

sible position of sharing responsibility for the administration and

defence of Northern Ireland, while at the same time it held out hope

and encouragement to terrorism and placed a premium upon alienation
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within the province. When this fraud collapsed, as all frauds

eventually do, the British government lost its temper and attempted

to cover its embarrassment by abusing the Irish Republic.

The Irish Republic has however had its 07,,n iatal misconcep-

tion. There is sOmething about the Unitee Kingdom which the 

Irish Republic has equally obdurately refused for the last seventy

years to recognize. This is that, whatever the Irish constitution

and Irish mythology allege, there is a large and genuine majority

in the north-east of the island of Ireland which opts, always has

opted and will always go on opting, to be part of the parliamentary

' union of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and that the United

Kingdom, as a parliamentary state, can do no other than acknowledge

that option, despite all the wheezes and insincerites which its

unavowed motives entail.

The consequence is that the Irish Republic has got itself into

just the same false position,as Britain, by greedily accepting from

Britain the poisohed bait of an acknowledged partnership in the

government of Northern Ireland, The trap which has closed upon it

is the trap of responSibility without power. The Republic is seer,

and justifiably seen, as jointly responsible far everything in

Northern Ireland. Whenever Tom King lifts Up hi8 voide to rant

about the co-operation he is receiving from the Republic, Charles

Haughey enjoys the same agreeable sensation as that of a dentist's

411drill applied without anaesthetic to the root of a tooth. Haughey 

is paying for the folly and greed of his predecessor FitzGeralts,

who thought that he could grab something for nothing from the Brits

and build a political monument for himself upon the hollow foundation

of ilillsborough.

The truth of the matter is that while the Republic, as an

independent state, has no rights and no duties in Northern Ireland,

it a deep and abiding interest in the status of Northern Ireland 

and the wellbeing of all its people being no longer or the political
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agenda, tied like a tin can to the tail of every politician and eveiv

political party in the Republic. To secure stability and legitimacy

for Northern Ireland is as much an interest of the Irish Republic as

it is a duty and responsibility of the United Kinw:dom.

There is something else too which Charles Haughey and his

government now understand much more clearly perhaps than Mrs Thatcher

understands it. Stability and legitimacy for Northern Ireland are

not available through fudges and artificial constitutional expedient

that collapse no sooner than they are erected and serve only to keep

the cauldron of uncertainty and suspicion on the boil. Stability and

'legitimacy for Northern Ireland will be available only when all its

people are admitted equally and without cvualification to the same

rights, the same laws, the same political opportunities and the same

forubof government as the people of every other part of the United

Kingdom possess.

Reconciliation there has to be - but reconciliation between

Britain and the Republic, acknowledging each other at last for what

they really are and banishing the delusion that each can steal a

march upon the other by hypocrisy. Everybody now knows, though not

everybody officially admits, that the Anglo-Irish Agreement was a

disaster, from which both parties to it have got to extricate them-

.-selVeS. Let them d; that With-a real IL_nglo-irish -agreement,

each acknowledges the full separateness and independence of the other

as sovereign states in international law. Then, if they like, they

can start to erect a mechanism for talking to one another about the

realities of that outside world in which they both have to live.

I want to believe that the Prime Minister has the wisdom to

understand this, and the magnanimity to act upon it. If she does so,

she may find, as the magnanimous often do, that the other side will

come to meet her more than half way.

•



Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell,MBE, to the
Old Bill Symposium (Holt's Battlefield Tours),
Warwick Hilton Hotel, Warwick, at 9 p.m., Friday,

13th January 1989.

We gaze with wonderment and awe from a distance of seventy years

and across another World War upon the huge expansion of the British

Army which took place between 1914 and 1918; and we stand with

amazement before the cheerfulness and sense of duty with which that

expansion was accomplished and continued up to the very moment of the

Armistice.

"Lest we forget" - the prayer of the Recessional - comes to our

110lips; for indeed in the forty years since the last war ended we

have been in danger not merely of forgetting but of mocking the memory

of how twice the people of Britain were transformed into a nation in

arms. The Royal Warwickshire Regiment and its inseparable creation,

Old Bill, are a fitting context in which to recall that transformation.

With all possible respect for the other arms and corps, it is by the

infantry that the nation in arms is symbolized; and it is the peace-

time infantry regiment which expresses the will, the intention, and

the capability of placing, if need be, a mighty British wartime army

in the field of battle again.

The time too is propitious for remembrance. In recent month; at

an accelerating speed, notions about the defence of Britain and the

balance of power in Europe that have mesmerized public and politicians

alike since the 1940's have been abandoned. We have lived our way out

from under the mandatory belief in a conflict which, if it occurred at

all, would be terminated in a matter of days by the inconceivable

nuclear duel of two super_powers. We have begun to understand again

that the true balance of fear which restrains aggression is the prospect

not of nuclear annihilation but of eventual military catastrophe.

If Russia ever harboured the ambition to conquer Western Europe

and these islands - I doubt whether in fact she feVe'n did, but that is

another debate - she knew that she had to face the prospect of a
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Third World War, in which she could not be a winner even if she were

a survivor.

The maintenance of peace in Europe and the prospect in Central

Europe of a new pattern of free nations emerging has ceased to be a

branch of demonolgy and become a matter for rational calculation. In

that new Europe, appearing as the Ice Age of the Cold War retreats,

the responsibilities of the United Kingdom are only less, if less at

all, than those of Russia; for in the European balance of power

Britain is a decisive factor.

It is important to understand why. The reason is not because
— .

Britain maintains, as Russia maintains, vast standing armed forces
rt,

on sea, in the air, or above all on land. Europe is not under the

misapprehension that we defeated Germany in 1940 by the ability to

mobilize and to deploy massive land formations. What proved invincible

then was our insular position, combined with the prowess of the Royal

Air Force and the existence of the Royal Navy as a "fleet in being".

It was that combination which turned the Germany armies eastward tor-,_
,

their doom at the hands of the Russian _scat:ilia:Lent, the Russian climate

and the Russian people. Europe however knows something else about us.

It knows that at the climax of all—the European war7 in which for

three hundred years we nave taken part, a British field army, matching

those of its continental neighbours in size and in competence, has taYen -

0 a decisive part.

Those then are the two proven characteristics of Britain which

give us our joint responsibility along with Russia for the peace of

Europe - which is the same thing as to say, for the European balance

of power. The first characteristic is our impregnability, an impreg-

nability founded in our insularity but guaranteed by the unrelaxed

readiness of our maritime and air forces. The second characteristic
-

is our ability and our willingness to become again as we have become

in the past, a nation in arms. We did it before: we would do it again.
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That is the conviction which makes Britain a great power.

That is the conviction which gives to the Army an equal claim with

the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force upon the support and the

affection of the nation. To all our remembering, all our commemoration,

all our evocation of what the Army was and did in past wars and,

beyond all the rest, in 1914-1918, it is this which gives purpose and

dignity, raising it above the level of mere pastime and curiosity.

To the professional, career Army, it gives the logical justification

for its training, its organization, and its way of life.

I am far from believing that the application of this logic

has been anywhere near exhausted. The Army, more than the other

IIIservices, has barely emerged from a long, depressing nuclear winter,
in which its political masters were in no position to offer inspiration

or rational objectives. In particular, nobody could claim that the

relationship between the Army and the civil population has been thought

through afresh in modern terms. The Imperial assumptions of the

19th century still weigh heavy ano recognizable upon the Army of

Cardwell, Roberts and Kitchener.

The relationship between the Army and the civil population, 

between the Army in peace and thet-nation in arms which is the Army's

destiny - that, after all, is what, in humorous form, Old Bill was

about. I will put him into his place in what should be the Army's

4110watchword: rOld Bill did it before; Old Bill would do it again".


